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Abstract. A new solution methodology is proposed for solving efficiently Helmholtz
problems. The proposed method falls in the category of the discontinuous Galerkin
methods. However, unlike the existing solution methodologies, this method requires
solving (a) well-posed local problems to determine the primal variable, and (b) a global
positive semi-definite Hermitian system to evaluate the Lagrange multiplier needed to
restore the continuity across the element edges. Illustrative numerical results obtained
for two-dimensional interior Helmholtz problems are presented to assess the accuracy
and the stability of the proposed solution methodology.
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1 Introduction
The Helmholtz equation belongs to the classical equations of mathematical physics that
are well understood from a mathematical view point. However, the numerical approximation of the solution is still a challenging problem in spite the tremendous progress
made during the past fifty years (see, for example, the recent monograph [18] and the
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references therein). Indeed, the standard finite element method (FEM) is not well suited
for solving Helmholtz problems in the mid- and high-frequency regime because of the
quasi-optimality constant which grows with the wavenumber k, as explained in details
in [5]. In order to maintain a certain level of accuracy while increasing the frequency, a
mesh refinement is required and/or higher order FEM are used, leading to a prohibitive
computational cost for high wavenumbers.
In response to this challenge, alternative techniques were proposed. Numerous of
these approaches use the plane waves, since they are expected to better approximate
highly oscillating waves [4,6–12,19,20,23]. In the discontinuous Galerkin method (DGM)
designed by Farhat et al. and presented in a series of papers [8–10], the solution is approximated at the element mesh level using a superposition of plane waves which results in
a discontinuous solution along interior boundaries of the mesh. The continuity is then
restored weakly with Lagrange multipliers. The rectangular and quadrilateral elements
constructed in [8–10] clearly outperform the standard Galerkin FEM. For example, for
ka ≥ 10 and for a fixed level of accuracy, the so-called R-4-1 element reduces the total
number of degrees of freedom (dofs) required by the Q1 finite element by a factor greater
or equal to five. Similar results are obtained for the R-8-2a and R-8-2b elements when
compared to the Q2 element, and for Q-16-4 and Q-32-8 when compared to the Q4 element. In spite of this impressive performance, the DGM has three important drawbacks.
First, the method has to satisfy an inf-sup condition which is translated, in practice, as a
compatibility requirement: the number of dofs of the Lagrange multiplier (corresponding to the dual variable) and of the field (the primal variable) cannot be chosen arbitrarily.
The problem here is that there is no theoretical result on how to satisfy this compatibility
requirement, except for the simple case of R-4-1 element (see [2]). Hence, for other elements, the existing choices are based on numerical experiments only. The second major
issue with the DGM is that it becomes unstable as we refine the mesh [1]. Such instabilities occur because of the singularity of the local problems and, to some extent, to the
loss of the linear independence of the plane waves as the step size mesh discretization
tends to zero. The latter affects dramatically the stability of the global system due to
its ill-conditioning nature. Finally, the DGM exhibits a loss of accuracy for unstructured
mesh [9].
We propose a new solution methodology for Helmholtz problems, that falls in the
category of discontinuous Galerkin methods. The proposed formulation distinguishes itself from existing procedures by the well-posed character of the local problems and by the
resulting global system which is associated with a positive semi-definite Hermitian matrix.
More specifically, the computation domain is subdivided in quadrilateral- or triangularshaped elements. The solution is approximated, at the element level, by a superposition
of plane waves that are solution of the Helmholtz equation. The continuity of the solution
at the interior interfaces of the elements is then enforced by Lagrange multipliers. Unlike
the DGM, the proposed method does not require the continuity of the normal derivative.
Consequently, Lagrange multipliers are introduced to restore, in a weak sense, the continuity of both the field and its normal derivative across interior boundaries of the mesh.
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Such choice leads to solving (a) local boundary value problems that are well posed in
the sense of Hadamard [15] and (b) a global Hermitian system, whose unknowns are the
Lagrange multipliers. Note that the proposed technique is a two-step procedure where
the local problems are first solved and then the Lagrange multipliers are evaluated. This
two-step approach allows us to consider equally structured and unstructured meshes
with either triangular- or quadrilateral-shaped elements. Since the proposed solution
methodology resembles in some aspect the DGM, we will refer to it as mDGM (modified
Discontinuous Galerkin Method).

2 Preliminaries
We consider the following class of waveguide-type problems:

−∆u − k2 u = f , in Ω,
(BVP)
∂n u = iku + g,
on ∂Ω,
where Ω ⊂ R2 is an open bounded region, with smooth boundary ∂Ω. k is a positive
number representing the wavenumber. ∂n is the normal derivative in the outgoing direction on ∂Ω. f and g are complex valued functions such that f ∈ L2 (Ω) and g ∈ L2 (∂Ω).
The second equation of BVP is a representation of a class of non-homogeneous Robin
boundary conditions, but other types of boundary condition can be considered.
Note that BVP is considered here for its simplicity since it allows us to compute analytically the solution u for a suitable choice of Ω, f and g. Such an expression of u is used
when assessing the accuracy of mDGM.
Let τh be a regular triangulation of Ω into quadrilateral- or triangular-shaped subdomains K whose boundaries are denoted by ∂K. The mesh discretization step size is
denoted by h. We introduce the space of the primal variable:
n
o
V = v ∈ L2 ( Ω ) ; v|K ∈ H 1 ( K ) .
For any v ∈ V , we define the jump across an interior edge e = ∂K ∩ ∂K ′ by:
′

[ v] = vK − vK .
We introduce the space of the dual variable, corresponding here to Lagrange multipliers,
by:
(
)

M= µ∈

∏ L2 (∂K ) ; µ = 0 on ∂K ∩ ∂Ω

.

K ∈τh

For any function µ ∈ M, we define the jump across an interior edge e = ∂K ∩ ∂K ′ by:
′

[[µ]] = µK + µK .
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3 The continuous approach
The basic idea of mDGM is to evaluate u, the solution of BVP, using the following splitting:
u = Φ ( λ)+ ϕ,

(3.1)

where ϕ and Φ are elements of V and λ is an element of M. ϕ can be viewed as a local
lifting of the problem’s data, whereas Φ ( λ) is the contribution of the Lagrange multipliers, introduced to restore the continuity. We then proceed into the following two steps to
compute these three quantities:
Step 1: For all K ∈ τh and µ ∈ M, we compute ϕ and Φ ( µ). This is achieved by solving
local Helmholtz problems. This step is called the restriction procedure.
Step 2: We determine λ ∈ M by solving a global linear system to ensure the continuity
in a weak sense of the solution u given by (3.1) and of its normal derivative. This
step is called the optimization procedure.

3.1 Step 1: The restriction procedure
As stated earlier, this step is devoted to the computation of ϕ and Φ ( µ), for all µ ∈ M, by
solving locally Helmholtz problems. More specifically, for all K ∈ τh , we compute ϕK by
solving the following boundary value problem:

Find ϕK ∈ H 1 (K ) such that:



−∆ϕK − k2 ϕK = f , in K,
(BVP1)

on ∂K ∩ ∂Ω,
∂ ϕK = ikϕK + g,

 n K
K
on ∂K ∩ Ω.
∂n ϕ = iαϕ ,

Next, for all µ ∈M and K ∈ τh , we compute Φ µK by solving the boundary value problem
given by:

 

Find
Φ
µK ∈ H 1 (K ) such that:



 
 


 −∆Φ µK − k2 Φ µK = 0,
in K,
 
 
(BVP2)
K
K

on ∂K ∩ ∂Ω,

 ∂n Φ µ  = ikΦ µ ,



 ∂n Φ µK = iαΦ µK + µK , on ∂K ∩ Ω,
with α ∈ R ∗+ .

Remark 3.1. (i) The presence of α ∈ R ∗+ ensures the uniqueness of the solution of BVP1
and BVP2, as established in [3] and [13]. The numerical results reported in this paper
were obtained for α = k.
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(ii) Since f ∈ L2 (Ω) and g ∈ L2 (∂Ω), it follows from the
 standard regularity results for
Laplace’s operator [14] that ∂n ϕK ∈ L2 (∂K ) and ∂n Φ µK ∈ L2 (∂K ) for all µ ∈M. For more
details, we refer the reader to see Theorem 1 and Remark 1 on p. 1044 in [2].
It is easy to verify that the variational formulation of both problems can be expressed
in a compact form as follows:
(
K
1
Find
 Ψ ∈H (K )such
 that:
(3.2)
K K
K
aK Ψ ,v = LK v , ∀vK ∈ H 1 (K ) ,
where aK (·, ·) is a bilinear form given by:

Z
Z

 Z
aK wK ,vK = ∇wK ·∇vK dx − k2 wK vK dx − iα
K

−ik

Z

K

∂K ∩∂Ω

wK vK ds,

∂K ∩Ω

wK vK ds

∀ wK ,vK ∈ H 1 (K ) .

(3.3)

We have:
ϕ K = ΨK

when

and for each µ ∈ M:

 
Φ µK = ΨK

Z
  Z
LK vK = f vK dx +
K

when

  Z
L K vK =

∂K ∩∂Ω

∂K ∩Ω

gvK ds,

µK vK ds.

(3.4)

(3.5)

Next, we define ϕ such that, for all element K in the mesh, the restriction of ϕ to K is ϕK ,
i.e. ϕ|K = ϕK . Similarly,
 for all element K and for all µ in M, we define Φ ( µ) such that we
K
have Φ ( µ)|K = Φ µ . Using the definition of ϕ and Φ ( µ), we have:
ϕ∈V

and

Φ ( µ) ∈ V ,

∀ µ ∈ M.

In summary, Step 1 allows us to compute, for all µ in M:
ϕ + Φ (µ) ∈ V

(3.6)

by solving one variational problem given by (3.2) with different right-hand side given by
(3.4) and (3.5). Step 1 can be viewed, to some extent, as a prediction step.

3.2 Step 2: The optimization procedure

From BVP1 and BVP2, it is easy to observe that for each K ∈ τh , the function ϕK + Φ µK
satisfies locally both equations of BVP. This justifies Eq. (3.1). To write the first equation
of BVP in Ω, we need to ensure that for some λ ∈ M, we have ϕ + Φ (λ) ∈ H 1 (Ω) and
its normal derivative is continuous across the interior edges. This requirement can be
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viewed as a correction procedure since we select the best-fit Lagrange multiplier λ. The
determination of λ is accomplished by solving the following global variational problem:

(VF)



Find λ ∈ M such that
A (λ,µ) = F (µ), ∀ µ ∈ M,

where the bilinear form A(·, ·) is given by:

∑

A(η,µ) =

βe

e-interior edge

∑

+

ωe

e ⊂ ∂Ω

Z

Z

e

e

∑

[Φ ( η )][Φ ( µ)]ds +

γe

e-interior edge

(3.7)

Z

e

[[∂n Φ ( η )]][[∂n Φ (µ)]]ds

(∂n Φ ( η )− ikΦ ( η ))(∂n Φ ( µ)− ikΦ ( µ))ds,

(3.8)

and the linear form F (·) is given by:

∑

F (µ) =−

βe

e-interior edge

−

∑
e ⊂ ∂Ω

ωe

Z

e

Z

e

[ ϕ][Φ ( µ)]ds

−

∑

γe

e-interior edge

Z

e

[[∂n ϕ]][[∂n Φ ( µ)]] ds

(∂n ϕ − ikϕ − g)(∂n Φ ( µ)− ikΦ ( µ))ds.

(3.9)

The parameters β e , γe and ωe are three positive numbers that can be viewed as weight
parameters. Note that the third integral in Eqs. (3.8)-(3.9) is theoretically equal to 0 (see
the second boundary condition given by BVP1 and BVP2). However, the presence of this
term at the algebraic level leads to a more robust and stable formulation. The variational
problem (3.7) expresses the continuity in the weak sense of both the solution and its
normal derivative. Note that the bilinear form A is Hermitian.
Remark 3.2. Solving BVP and solving the problem arising in the proposed two-step procedure are equivalent in the following sense:

(i) Let ue = Φ(λ)+ ϕ, where for all K, ϕK and Φ λK are the solutions of (3.2), with λ
solution of VF. Then, ue is the unique solution of BVP, that is ue = u.
(ii) Conversely, let u be the solution of BVP. For each K ∈ τh , we define λ by:
K

λ =



0,
on e ⊂ ∂K ∩ ∂Ω,
K
K
∂n u − iαu , on e ⊂ ∂K ∩ Ω.

(3.10)

Using again the standard regularity results for Laplace’s operator [14] and the assumptions on the regularity of f and g, we deduce that λK ∈ L2 (∂K ), for all K ∈ τh and therefore
λ ∈ M. Let ϕK be the solution of BVP1 and Φ(λK ) the solution of BVP2. Then, λ is
solution of VF and u = Φ(λ)+ ϕ.
Remark 3.3. The common points, as well as the differences between DGM and mDGM
are illustrated in Table 1.
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Table 1: Comparison between DGM and mDGM: local and global variational formulation (VF).
Method
Local VF

Global VF

DGM
Z

∂K

mDGM

(∂n w − ikw1 ∂K ∩∂Ω ) v =
1
∑
e-interior | e |
edge

Z

e

Z

∂K ∩Ω

Z

µv

∑

[ Φ (λ)] µ

+
1
|
e-interior e |

∑

edge

Z

e

[ ϕ]µ

∑
e ⊂ ∂Ω

ωe

βe

e-interior
edge Z

∑

+

=−

∂K

(∂n w − ikw) v =

γe

e-interior
Z edge
e

e

Z

e

Z

∂K

µv

[ Φ (λ)][ Φ (µ )]

[[ ∂n Φ (λ)]][[ ∂n Φ (µ )]]

(∂n Φ (λ)− ikΦ (λ))(∂n Φ (µ )− ikΦ (µ ))
= F (µ ) ,

given by (3.9)

4 The algebraic approach
The implementation of mDGM requires first to introduce two finite-dimensional spaces
Vh and Mh such that Vh ⊂ V and Mh ⊂ M. Similarly to the DGM formulation, we have
considered spaces of plane waves functions. However, other shape functions satisfying
the Helmholtz equation, such as the Bessel functions [19], can also be considered. Moreover, unlike the DGM formulation, mDGM allows - in principle - to choose the spaces Vh
and Mh independently.
For any element K ∈ τh , we denote by Vh (K ) (resp. Mh (K )) the set of functions of Vh
K
(resp. Mh ) restricted to K (resp. ∂K). Furthermore, nK (resp. nλ ) denotes the dimension
of Vh (K ) (resp. Mh (K )). Last, the dimension of Mh , which corresponds to the total
number of dofs, is denoted by nλ .

4.1 Step 1: The restriction procedure

For an element K ∈ τh and for any µKh ∈ Mh (K ), we denote by ϕKh ∈ Vh (K ) and Φh µKh ∈
Vh (K ) the approximation of ϕK and Φ µKh respectively.
Forany element K in the mesh, ϕh , Φh (µh ) and µh are given by: ϕh |K = ϕKh , Φh (µh )|K =
Φh µKh and µh |K = µKh .
To compute ϕh and Φh (µh ), for all K ∈ τh , we set the variational problem (3.2) in the
finite dimensional space Vh (K ), that is:
(
K
Find
 Ψh ∈Vh (K ) such
 that:
(4.1)
K K
K
aK Ψh ,vh = LK vh , ∀ vKh ∈ Vh (K ) ,
where the forms aK (·, ·) and LK (·) are given by (3.3) and (3.4) - (3.5) respectively, and ΨKh
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is the approximation of ΨK , solution of the variational problem given by (3.2). Consequently, the variational problem (4.1) can be written in the following matrix form:


KK − k2 MK − iαS∂K∩Ω̊ − ikS∂K∩∂Ω XK = rhs,
(4.2)
where KK (resp. MK ) is the stiffness (resp. mass) matrix at the element level K. S∂K∩Ω̊
and S∂K∩∂Ω are mass-like matrices defined on ∂K ∩ Ω̊ and ∂K ∩ ∂Ω respectively. XK is the
K
vector in C n whose components are the coefficients of ΨKh in the basis of Vh (K ).
The linear system (4.2) possesses the following properties:
• All the entries of the corresponding matrix can be evaluated analytically for plane
waves shape functions.
• The linear system admits a unique solution, even when ∂K ∩ ∂Ω = ∅. Thanks to the
positive number α since the presence of the matrix S∂K∩Ω̊ guarantees the invertibility of the system. Note that this is not the case for the DGM, for which S∂K∩Ω̊ does
not appear, leading to possibly a (weakly) singular system when ∂K ∩ ∂Ω = ∅.
• The corresponding matrix is neither Hermitian, nor symmetric. This cannot be
viewed as a deficiency of the approach since the size of the system is small and
thus can be solved easily using LU factorization. Indeed, the largest value of the
shape functions used so far is nK = 64 (see [9, 10]).
K

• For an element K ∈ τh , the number of right-hand side is nλ + 1. We must point
out that the obtained problems can be solved in parallel since they are independent
from an element K to another.

4.2 Step 2: The optimization procedure
In this step, we set the global problem VF in finite dimension. We have:

Find λh ∈ Mh such that:
Ah (λh ,µh ) = Fh (µh ), ∀ µh ∈ Mh ,

(4.3)

where the forms Ah (·, ·) and Fh (·) are obtained from A(·, ·) and F (·) respectively by replacing ϕ with ϕh and Φ(µh ) with Φh (µh ), for any µh ∈Mh . Hence, solving the variational
problem (4.3) comes to solve the following linear algebraic system:
AΛ = b,

(4.4)

where for each 1 ≤ l,m ≤ nλ , Alm and bl are given by Ah (µm ,µl ) and Fh (µl ) respectively.
λ
The unknown Λ is a vector in C n whose components are the coefficients of λh in the
basis of Mh . Note that the matrix A is Hermitian. We prove in [3, 13] that the matrix
A is positive semi-definite. In addition, under a compatibility condition, A is positive
definite.
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4.3 Computational complexity
Similarly to the DGM formulation designed by Farhat et al. in [8–10], the computational
cost depends mainly on the number of Lagrange multipliers. Recall that in order to
have well-posed local problems we propose in mDGM a complete relaxation of both unknowns: the field and its normal derivative. The discontinuity of the Lagrange multipliers across the interior edges, which does not incur in DGM, is translated at the algebraic
level by solving a global system that is two times larger than the one arising in DGM,
when using the same element. This is the price to pay to ensure that the matrices at the
element level are nonsingular.

5 Numerical investigation
In order to illustrate the potential of mDGM for solving efficiently Helmholtz problems,
we have performed numerical experiments using discrete spaces in which the shape
functions are plane waves, as done in DGM [8–10]. More specifically, Vh are the spaces
introduced in [8]. Once the local space of shape functions Vh (K ) is chosen, the Lagrange
multiplier is approximated on each edge using a subset or all set of shape functions that
occur when evaluating ∂n vKh − iαvKh , for vKh ∈ Vh (K ).
From now on, we suppose that Ω is an a × a square domain. We use a uniform partition of Ω in rectangular-shaped elements K. The functions f and g are such that the exact
solution u of BVP is a plane wave propagating in a direction d = (cos θ,sin θ ). We vary
the propagation angle θ in the interval [0,2π ). In order to compare the results obtained
with mDGM to those delivered by DGM, we measure, for each propagating angle θ, the
relative error using the following modified H 1 norm [8]:

kvk Hc1 =

∑
K

kvk2H1 (K) +

∑
e −interior edge

k[v]k2L2 (e)

! 12

,

∀v ∈ V .

(5.1)

Note that (5.1) is a modified H 1 norm since it takes into account the H 1 norm at the
element level and the jump of the numerical solution along the interior interfaces of the
mesh. We also use the total relative error, that is the mean value of the relative error
obtained when θ ∈ [0,2π ).
The results reported in this paper are obtained for ( β e ,γe ,ωe ) = (1,h,h). Note that we
have investigated numerically the sensitivity of the method to various values of the parameters including (1,1,1) and (1,1/h,1/h) and found that the choice of (1,h,h) delivers
the best level of accuracy. Needless to say that a mathematical analysis is paramount to
determine the optimal values of ( β e ,γe ,ωe ) for ensuring a high level of performance of
the proposed method.
We present the results of two classes of numerical experiments: experiments using a
lower order element (four plane waves per element), and experiments using higher order
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elements (eight and seven plane waves per element). All the results are compared to the
ones obtained with DGM.

5.1 Lower order element
For each K ∈ τh , we consider the following discrete local space:



Vh (K ) = vKh = ∑ eikθ p ·x u p , θp = t cos θ p ,sin θ p ,
1≤ p ≤ 4

θ p = π/4 +( p − 1)π/2,



1 ≤ p ≤ 4, u p ∈ C .

The Lagrange multiplier is approximated in the following discrete dual space:

√
√
2
2
→
Mh = µh ∈ M; ∀K ∈ τh , µKh |e = µ1K eik 2 x + µ2K e−ik 2 x if e k −
x,

√
√
−
→
K
K ik 22 y
K −ik 22 y
µ h | e = µ1 e
+ µ2 e
if e k y , µ1 ,µ2 ∈ C ,
where s represents the curvilinear abscissa. The spaces Vh and Mh defined above correspond to the so-called R-4-2 element in the nomenclature of DGM (see [8]). Note that for
the DGM, considering two dofs per edge leads also to a complete approximation of the
Lagrange multiplier.
The first experiments consist in comparing the error delivered by both numerical
methods (DGM and mDGM) for different values of ka, while maintaining kh constant.
More specifically, we consider ka = 10 and ka = 30 and we choose the step size of the mesh
discretization h/a such that kh = 1/5, which is about 30 elements per wavelength. The
results are depicted in Figs. 1 and 2. These results indicate the following:
• The two methods deliver results with the same level of accuracy, as indicated in
Fig. 1: both curves are superposed.
• Fig. 2 indicates that the R-4-2 element (for both methods) exhibits little pollution:
increasing ka, while maintaining kh constant, leads to an increase in the relative
error which is less than 0.5% at most (see Fig. 2 at angles θ = lπ/2, with l = 0,1, ··· ,8).
Note that these directions are the furthest away from the directions of the shape
functions of this element, which explains the maximum errors delivered for the
corresponding angles.
Next, we compare the sensitivity of the total relative error (the mean value over the
propagation angles) to the mesh size. The result depicted in Fig. 3 is obtained for ka = 1.
One can observe the following:
• For kh > 1/100, the errors delivered by the two methods are comparable. The two
curves are on top of each other.
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Figure 1: Performance of the two methods for kh=1/5.
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Figure 2: Pollution effect for the R-4-2 element.
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Figure 3: Sensitivity of the total relative error
with respect to the mesh size for ka = 1 when
using four plane waves.

• For kh < 1/100 mDGM outperforms DGM. As we refine the mesh (kh < 1/100),
DGM becomes unstable. Indeed, there is a dramatic loss in the accuracy of more
than one order of magnitude. The error jumps from 0.09% (for kh = 1/100) to 1.5%
(for kh = 1/190). The instability observed in DGM seems to be related to the severe
ill conditioning of the local matrices. Observe that mDGM remains stable as we
refine the mesh. The last point of the curve was obtained for kh = 1/450, the limit
of our computing platform. The total relative error for this mesh size is 0.04%.

5.2 Higher order elements
We first approximate the primal variable using eight plane waves, positioned at:
θ p = ( p − 1)π/4,

1 ≤ p ≤ 8.

(5.2)

For an element vKh ∈ Vh (K ), the full approximation of ∂n vKh − ikvKh leads to five dofs per
edge. Note that mDGM can be implemented using less dofs per edge for the Lagrange
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multiplier. In the numerical experiments we have considered the following elements:
eiks + µ

e−iks + µ

• R-8-5:

λ h = µ1 + µ2

• R-8-4:

λh = µ1 eiks + µ2 e−iks + µ3 eik

• R-8-3:

λh = µ1 + µ2 eik

• R-8-2b:

λh = µ1 eik

√

2
4 s
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2
2 s

3
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√

2
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e−ik

√
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2 s
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2
2 s

,

,

,

.

Note that the R-8-3 element corresponds to the full approximation of the Lagrange multiplier in DGM. In all the experiments, DGM is equipped with the so-called R-8-2b element,
which was shown to deliver the most accurate results, when using eight plane waves at
the element level [8].
The results depicted in Fig. 4 compare the relative error delivered by both methods, as
a function of the propagation angle. More specifically, we have compared DGM equipped
with the R-8-2b element to mDGM equipped with each of the R-8-2b, R-8-3, R-8-4 and
R-8-5 elements. These results are obtained for ka = 10 and h/a = 1/20, that is kh = 1/2,
corresponding to about 12 elements per wavelength. The following observations are
noteworthy:
• DGM outperforms mDGM in the case when both methods are equipped with the
R-8-2b element (see Fig. 4(a)). This superiority of DGM over mDGM is most likely
due to the poor approximation of the Lagrange multiplier in the mDGM (three out
of five dofs are neglected), compared to the DGM, where only one dof out of three
is neglected.
• The comparison of DGM to mDGM when using 3, 4 and 5 dofs for the Lagrange
multipliers (see Figs. 4(b)-(d)) clearly shows the superiority of mDGM over DGM.
Indeed, in each of the three cases and for each propagation angle the relative error
delivered by mDGM is smaller than the one obtained with DGM. In addition, the
total relative error for DGM is about 0.1%, compared to about 0.02% for mDGM
equipped with R-8-3, R-8-4 and R-8-5.
Next, we investigate the sensitivity of the total relative error with respect to h, the step
size of the mesh discretization. For this, we set ka = 1 and we evaluate the total relative
error for DGM equipped with the R-8-2b element and for mDGM, when equipped with
the R-8-2b, R-8-3, R-8-4 and R-8-5 elements. The results depicted in Fig. 5 illustrate a clear
superiority of mDGM over DGM. Indeed, the total relative error obtained with mDGM
when using the R-8-2b, R-8-3, R-8-4 and R-8-5 decreases, similarly to DGM, as long as
kh > 1/8, which corresponds to about 48 elements per wavelength. Then, the total relative
error delivered by DGM jumps to 100% for kh = 1/25, corresponding to 150 elements per
wavelength. In mDGM we observe also an increase in the total relative error as soon
as kh < 1/8. However, the obtained error does not exceed 1% for kh > 1/100, which
corresponds to about 600 elements per wavelength.
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(a) DGM: R−8−2b, mDGM: R−8−2b
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Figure 4: Performance of the two methods when ka = 10, h/a = 1/20.
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Figure 5: Sensitivity of the total relative error with respect to the mesh size for ka = 1 when using eight plane
waves.
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Figure 6: Sensitivity of the total relative error with respect to the mesh size for ka = 1 when using seven plane
waves.

We have shown in [3, 13] that the source of the numerical instabilities observed in
mDGM is the numerical loss of the linear independence of the eight shape functions. The
following experiment reveals the behavior of mDGM and DGM when the used shape
functions remain linearly independent (see [3,13]) as we refine the mesh. This experiment
consists in approximating the solution, at the element level, using seven plane waves,
positioned at:
θ p = 2( p − 1)π/7,

1 ≤ p ≤ 7.

(5.3)

We have maintained the same two dofs per edge as in R-8-2b. Following the nomenclature introduced in [8], we will refer to this element as R-7-2. In Fig. 6, we compare
the total relative error delivered by the mDGM R-7-2 element to the one obtained when
equipping DGM with the R-7-2 element. The following observations are noteworthy:
• The accuracy of the two methods is comparable for kh > 1/8. In this region the two
curves are superposed.
• The DGM equipped with the R-7-2 element delivers the most accurate approximation (which is about 0.005%) for kh = 1/12. Observe that mDGM becomes unstable
later: the smallest error (about 0.001%) is obtained for kh = 1/35).
• Although for both methods we observe numerical instabilities, mDGM is more accurate than DGM. For any mesh size the error delivered by mDGM is smaller than
the one obtained with DGM. Moreover, for some mesh sizes, mDGM outperforms
DGM by two orders of magnitude. We believe that this is due to the local problems
which are nearly singular in DGM.

6 Summary and conclusion
We have designed a new solution methodology, called mDGM, for Helmholtz problems
which is easy to understand and implement. At the element level, we approximate the
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solution by a superposition of plane waves. Consequently, the obtained solution is discontinuous and Lagrange multipliers are introduced to ensure the continuity in a weak
sense. Unlike the DGM, the Lagrange multiplier is also discontinuous, which allows us
to consider well-posed local problems. The algebraic approach requires solving local linear systems with multiple right-hand side: the system’s size is given by the number of
plane waves considered in the local basis. These problems are independent from one element to another and therefore can be solved in parallel. The global system, whose size
is the number of total dofs used for approximating the Lagrange multiplier, is positive
semi-definite and Hermitian. The numerical results we have presented show that the
proposed method is not only more stable than the DGM, but also exhibits a better level
of accuracy. More specifically, as indicated by the reported numerical results, mDGM reduces the level of errors by one to two orders of magnitude depending on the mesh size
and on the element.
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